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Abstract paper we combine some results that are published elseWe prove that tight upperbounds can be given for the of non-unique assignments that remain after solving the programming relaxation of some types of assignment pro- , we showed that many practical assignment type problems can be solved almost completely by using the linear programming relaxation of the problem.
Thight bounds for the number of non-unique assignments were given. The remaining not uniquely determined assignments could be handled by using a heuristic. We extensively described an application in the area of distribution of beer in [1]. Moreover we mentioned some applications in the area of LP-gas distribution, catalogue space planning [ 7] , and assignment problems [3 ] . In this paper we will combine some of these results. We will discuss a time table problem as well as the generalized assignment problem. Moreover we will describe how dynamic bounds on the requested overcapacity can be given which enable the classification of easy solvable problems. Section 2 is devoted to the generalized assignment problem.
In section 3 we discuss certain types of time table problems while the final section is used to make some concluding remarks and describe some extensions. Let the number of nonzero slack activities with~respect to the capacity restrictions (2) be m l ' So, the number of fully occupied machines can be given by m2= m-ml' Now, 1 e t n 1 bet hen u mbe r 0 f non -s p 1 itt e d j ob s , and 1 e t us den 0 t e by A the average number of machines to which a splitted job is assigned.
The generalized assignment problem
So we have that Ie > 2. If we denote by n2 = n-n 1 the number of splitted jobs.
Then, the number of nonzero activities equals nl + Ie n 2 + m 1 = n + (A -1 ) n 2 + m 1
On the otherhand the number of constraints in the relaxed problem and thus the maximum of nonzero variables is n + m. Consequently this means that m2 n2<--<m2 There are s students each of which must choose a package of p courses out of a set of c possible courses. The problem is to make clusters of courses that are given at the same time. Each course that is chosen by a student must be assigned to one of the clusters. Of course each student should not be scheduled twice in the same cluster.
Moreover the classroom capacity m of the r available classrooms can not be exeeded.
Let
Xijk be the assignment variable which is equal to 1 if student i who has chosen course j is assigned to cluster k for this course, and 0 otherwise. Zjk is an assignment variable which is equal to 1 if course j is assigned to cluster k, and 0 otherwise. lij is equal to one if student i has chosen course j, and is 0 otherwise.
The above problem can now be formulated as: find a feasible solution for the following pure integer programming problem
·...,
( 1 1 Dy = e ( 15 ) x > a
Y iE { 0, 1}
Where, y should be interpreted as a multiple choise type variable 
